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Close to 16,000 Utahns could gain coverage under HB 437.
But who are they and how do they qualify?
This article will walk you through the eligibility rules for HB 437 to answer the
following three questions:
1) Who is eligible for HB 437’s new Medicaid coverage?
2) Who will remain in the coverage gap?
3) When will people be allowed to enroll?

UHPP explains the details here

Inside HB 437
Utah’s latest Medicaid bill did more
than extend coverage. This article
explains what’s inside the bill.
Read more here

Stay current on all the health-care
related events, conferences,
hearings, and meetings happening
here in Utah.

See the calendar here

How is health insurance
changing in 2016?

Fallen Arches: Why
Utah's Co-Op Failed

The fines are bigger, the deadlines
are changing, but more help is
available.

What led to last October's collapse
of Arches, Utah’s dynamic co-op

Find the answers here

insurer?
Read the story here

Op-Chart: How the ACA
is working in Utah
UHPP's op-ed on
Medicaid Extension
During this year’s legislative

Lost in the partisan noise is how
much health reform has
benefited thousands of Utah
families.

session, Utah lawmakers took a
small but meaningful step to close
the state’s coverage gap.

Read our view here

This chart tells the real story

Partnerships in Action

Latest on the ACA

Engaging with school communities

UHPP has tracked the ACA in Utah
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since before day one. Here is our
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Read more here

Read more here | (download pdf)

Are you Special?

2015 Annual Report

Getting married. Turning 26. Moving.

The wait is over.

Each of these events can trigger an

The story has been written. UHPP's

opportunity to buy health insurance.

2015 annual report is ready for your

perusal.
Find out more here
Download it here

Support UHPP during Love Utah | Give Utah this Thursday!
Our staff might look good as bobbleheads (collect all 10!), but you know we never
waver in our mission to advance sustainable health care solutions for underserved
Utahns. Share the love by donating to UHPP on Thursday, 3/31
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